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The ‘Classic’ deck surface in 60 and 80 mil is high quality, heat-weldable, and de-

signed to accept foot traffic. Brick, Granite, Bronze and Solid Grey, offer a func-

tional and traditional feel with cutting edge membrane technology so you can 

enjoy both style and protection. Our classic colors compliment all décor styles 

and accentuate an outdoor space, whether it’s a deck, patio, boathouse, walkway 

or stairs. Dec-Tec’s protection factor can’t be beat with excellent slip resistance and 

waterproofing. Our membranes, which boast numerous green properties, come 

with a 10 or 20 year warranty (60 and 80 mil, respectively). All necessary accesso-

ries are also available for your project to achieve a flawless finish.
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DESIGNS
BRICK GRANITE BRONZE SOLID GREY

BRICK



If you’re looking for the latest technology and design in outdoor surfacing 

and wear protection, ‘Natural’ line has the same UV protection, waterproof-

ing, walkability, and green properties as our other lines.  Innovative Real 

Technology in the ‘Natural’ line adds stunning high definition prints, ‘lay flat 

and straight’ fiberglass core, scuff protection, and NFSI high traction slip resis-

tance. With color saturated, realistic patterns of woodgrain and stone, as well 

as other features of  “Real Technology”, you get superior protection in the 

most modern, sought after styles.

DESIGNS
WEATHERED OAK FLAGSTONECLASSIC GREY OXIDIZED OAKKWILA IVORY TRAVERTINE
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Protect your space with complimentary designs that pack a UV stabilized 

punch! CoolStep effectively reduces heat absorption, making it bare foot 

friendly without sacrificing style. CoolStep is among the first Cool Roof Rat-

ing Council listed walkable and reflective membrane in the industry. Dec-

Tec waterproofing and slip resistance come standard, and are superior to 

all other products in the market. Our CoolStep color line is ideal for any out-

door space, from expansive decks to small walkways. We offer CoolStep in 80 

mil thickness with a 20 year limited warranty.

DESIGNS
COOLSTEP COOLSTEPPLUS COPPER
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WHY DEC-TEC?
FIBREGLASS CORE

HIGH DEFINITION PRINT

UV PROTECTION

SUPERIOR WEAR PROTECTION

NFSI HIGH TRACTION SLIP RESISTANCE

SPREADCOAT MANUFACTURING

76” WIDE MEMBRANE

SMOOTH BACKED MEMBRANE

COMPATABLE ACCESSORIES

LOW MAINTENANCE

MINIMUM CLASS C FIRE RATING

MEETS ASTM 4434-06 / CGSB 37.54

makes Dec-Tec and its details more aesthetically pleasing

provides excellent depth of image

extends the beauty of your deck via color retention

stands up to the everyday use of the homeowner

unmatched safety underfoot

entirely eliminates the risk of delamination of the membrane

can fully cover deck surfaces within the width, in a single drop 

no capping or sealing the cut edges of the membrane or accessories

completes the overall aesthetics and watertightness of the deck 

easy to clean with common household materials

product will resist flame as a result of the high quality PVC and spreadcoating

products meet roofing grade requirements for any and all applications 

TECHNOLOGY + DESIGN
ROLL SIZE

THICKNESS

TENSILE STRENGTH

WATER RESISTANCE

FIRE RATING

FADE RESISTANT

MILDEW / MOLD RESISTANT

master rolls at 76” x 600’, rolls at 76”x100’, or cut to length

60 mil / 80 mil 

ASTM D751

ASTM C501-84

CAN/ULC-S107-M87/UL 790 CLASS C

UV stabilized

anti-microbial

30 YEARS PROVEN INDUSTRY PERFORMANCE 
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261185 Wagon Wheel Way 
Rocky View, AB  T4A 0E2
TF: 1.866.461.3914

Register online for your 10 or 20 year limited warranty.
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718 North Colony Road 
Wallingford, CT  06492 
TF: 1.866.461.3914
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“I’ve been using Dec-Tec for over five years on multiple apartment buildings. 
I use the ‘Classic’ line of products, its low maintenance and easy to clean. It also 

does a good job of privatizing the living space above”
Phiiip O

Charlottetown, PEI

“Dec-Tec is a very forgiving product; it’s fool-proof. The service is unbeatable, 
and I’ve never had a failure with the product. It’s very layable because of how it is 

manufactured. I’ve been using Dec-Tec for 17 years”
Frosty’s Decks & Rails, Inc.

Springfield, MO

“With many choices on the market it was tough to choose a product as all the 
manufacturers claim to have the latest and greatest in membrane technology. 

We found that the website and people promoting the Dec-Tec product to be 
extremely informative, knowledgeable, and helpful. Installation of the Dec-Tec 
Classic Bronze has turned out to be nothing short of awesome! Prior to installation 

and during our selection process we had concerns of durability and being too 
hot to walk on, but this product has proven that it’s heads and shoulders above 

others in the marketplace. It was installed in August 2015, is cool to the touch, 
cleans up well, and still looks as great as the day it was put down”

Mike & Rachel
Calgary, AB

DECKS, ROOFS, POOL SURROUNDS, BALCONIES, MULTI‐FAMILY 
BUILDINGS, ROOF TOP DECKS, COMMERCIAL WALKWAYS, RV 

ROOFS, BOAT FLOORS AND DOCKS

PERFECT FOR


